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Abstract—We present a method for autonomous exploration in complex three-dimensional (3D) environments. Our method demonstrates exploration faster than the current state-of-the-art using a hierarchical framework – one level maintains data densely and computes a detailed path within a local planning horizon, while another level maintains data sparsely and computes a coarse path at the global scale. Such a framework shares the insight that detailed processing is most effective close to the robot, and gains computational speed by trading-off details far away from the robot. The method optimizes an overall exploration path with respect to the length of the path and produces a kinodynamically feasible local path. In experiments, our systems autonomously explore indoor and outdoor environments at a high degree of complexity, with ground and aerial robots. The method produces 80% more exploration efficiency, defined as the average explored volume per second through a run, and consumes less than 50% of computation compared to the state-of-the-art.

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider the problem of exploring three-dimensional (3D) spaces unknown a priori with an autonomous robot. Such a problem remains challenging as the problem has to deal with two tasks simultaneously – 1) online updating a representation of the environment to keep track of explored areas, and 2) searching the representation for a continuous traversable path to guide the exploration. In cases where the environment is large-scale, structurally complex, and 3D, the problem becomes computationally complex, and ensuring complete exploration of the environment can become a challenge.

The benefit of our method is that it can explore 3D spaces faster than the current state-of-the-art. The strength of the approach is based on a hierarchical framework to separate the processing at two levels. The first level maintains a high-resolution representation of the environment surrounding the robot, namely, the local planning horizon (green box in Fig. 1). Within that, a kinodynamically feasible path is generated for the robot to follow. The second level maintains a low-resolution representation and computes a path connecting distant areas, namely subspaces (solid green cubes in Fig. 1), in the global environment. The insight of such a framework is that detailed processing is most effective in the vicinity of the robot, while limited processing provides sufficient utility far away from the robot. The framework performs a bulk of the processing inside the local planning horizon and trades-off details for fast processing at the global scale.

The method first plans a path through the global representation. Such a path identifies the areas in the robot’s free space that requires detailed exploration, hence the need for a detailed path to guide the robot to explore locally (green box in Fig. 1). The method uses the path through the global representation to move over large distances to areas throughout the free space (solid green cubes in Fig. 1). Combination of the paths at both levels allows the robot to explore areas in a sequence jointly determined by local and global information.

Our method is evaluated using both ground and aerial robots. We show results where the ground robot explores the interior of a complex multi-storage building in physical experiment and the aerial robot explores a large-scale outdoor environment in simulation. We compare the results to state-of-the-art methods and conclude that the proposed method produces 80% more exploration efficiently, defined as the average explored volume per second, and uses computation less than 50% of the state-of-the-art methods.

Further, we release a software environment for benchmarking exploration algorithms and facilitating the development of complete autonomous navigation systems. The environment contains representative simulation environment models, fundamental navigation modules, e.g. collision avoidance, terrain traversability analysis, way-point following, and visualization tools. Our algorithm code is made publicly available.[1]

II. RELATED WORK

The problem of autonomous exploration has been tackled from multiple angles. The approach described in this paper is based on key results in information theory, frontier-based exploration, topological exploration, and a few random sampling-based methods briefly discussed in this section.

Information Theory: A popular approach in solving the exploration problem is using information theory. The methods maximize the information gain over the next few actions [1]–[4]. The above-mentioned work are also extended to solving...
the multirobot exploration problem [5]–[7]. In summary, majority of these existing methods rely on greedy strategies, where efficiency is limited due to the methods being myopic. In contrast, our method seeks the optimal exploration path as a whole other than maximizing the instantaneous rewards.

Frontier-based Exploration: A common formulation of the problem uses frontiers, i.e., boundary between mapped and unmapped areas. When exploring, the vehicle keeps moving toward frontiers, which extends the boundary of the mapped areas until the entire environment is explored [8]–[14]. While most of these methods greedily select frontiers to explore, Faigl and Kulich's method determines a minimum set of viewpoints to cover the frontiers by solving a variant of the art gallery problem [15]. Similarly, our method also finds a minimum set of viewpoints but does so by recursively and randomly sampling the viewpoints.

Topological Exploration: Other approaches model the environment with topological representations [16]–[18]. Most of these approaches divide the environment into topologically distinct sections, where an exhaustive traversal through the sections entails complete exploration of the environment. While these methods focus on topological completeness, our method aims at producing a detailed map of the environment.

Random Sampling-based Methods: Recent work develops a few methods based on the Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) [19] or Rapidly-exploring Random Graph (RRG) [20]. The methods span RRTs or RRGs in the environment to find the traversable space, within which the most informative branch on the RRT or RRG is selected as the exploration path. Specifically, Bircher et al. propose the Next-Best-View Planner (NBVP) [21]. The method spans an RRT, the nodes of which are modeled as viewpoints. The next viewpoint on the branch that maximizes a reward function is chosen as the navigation goal. Witting et al. [22] extend NBVP by seeding the RRT with the vehicle's trajectory, which allows the vehicle to explore further in areas passed by previously. Dang et al. improve the scheme further by proposing the Graph-Based exploration Planner (GBP) [23]. The method constructs a global RRG along the vehicle trajectory. When the local area is explored, the method plans routes based on the global RRG to distant areas for further exploration. Note that in this method, the exploration mode and relocation mode are explicitly switched using heuristics. Recently, Dharmadhikari at al. propose the Motion primitives-Based exploration Planner (MBP) [24], a variant of GBP that constructs the RRT with motion primitives, which produces smoother local paths spanning in constrained directions. In essence, these methods adopt greedy strategies. Due to the randomness of RRT and RRG, these methods also tend to overlook areas that have not been completely explored.

The main contribution of our work is a hierarchical framework to enable highly efficient exploration. The framework does not involve heuristics, as GBP and MBP, for explicit mode switch. Experiment comparisons to NBVP [21], GBP [23] and MBP [24] show that our method explores much more completely and efficiently while consuming less computation.

III. Problem Definition

Define $Q \subset \mathbb{R}^3$ as the work space to be explored. Let $Q_{\text{trav}} \subset Q$ be the traversable subspace. Define viewpoint $v \in \text{SE}(3)$ to describe the pose of the sensor onboard the robot, $v = [p_v, q_v]$ where $p_v \in Q_{\text{trav}}$ and $q_v \in \text{SO}(3)$ respectively denote the position and orientation. Denote $L \subset \text{SE}(3)$ as the set of viewpoints along the vehicle past trajectory. We use the term “surface” to refer to the generalized boundary between free space and non-free space, the latter includes both occupied and unknown spaces. Let $S_v \subset Q$ be the surfaces perceived by the sensor at $v$. Note that the same surface can be perceived from multiple viewpoints. The perceived surfaces so far are

$$S = \bigcup_{v \in L} S_v.$$  

Here, $S$ contains covered surfaces, denoted as $S_{\text{cov}} \subset S$, and yet uncovered surfaces, denoted as $\bar{S} = S \setminus S_{\text{cov}}$. We would like to find the shortest path, which when followed by the vehicle covers $\bar{S}$. The path must meet kinodynamic constraints. Let $v_{\text{current}}$ be the viewpoint located at the vehicle’s current sensor pose. Our problem can be defined as follows.

Problem 1: Given $\bar{S}$ and $v_{\text{current}}$, find the shortest path $T^*$ formed by viewpoints $v_1, v_2, \ldots$, which when followed by the vehicle covers $\bar{S}$, such that $v_{\text{current}} \in T^*$, and $T^*$ is kinodynamically feasible.

Problem 1 is solved repetitively at each planning cycle. We use $\hat{S}$ to compute the exploration path. When executing the path, we online update $\hat{S}$ with up-to-date sensor readings, processing both displaced and newly perceived surfaces. Then, we move surfaces become covered from $\hat{S}$ to $S_{\text{cov}}$, and use $\hat{S}$ in the next planning cycle, hence the exploration continues.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Viewpoint Sampling

We define the criteria for a surface point to be covered by the sensor. Consider a surface patch centered at $p_s \in Q$ with normal $n_s \in \mathbb{R}^3$ pointing toward the free-space side, the center point on the surface patch is covered by viewpoint $v$, if

$$|p_s - p_v| \leq D,$$  

$$n_s \cdot (p_v - p_s)/|n_s| |p_v - p_s| \geq T,$$

where $D$ and $T$ are two constants constraining the relative distance and orientation of the surface patch w.r.t. the viewpoint. Such criteria encourage the surfaces to be perceived well. In practice, $D$ is set to be shorter than the sensor range.

Define $H \subset Q$ as the local planning horizon as shown in Fig. 2. Let $H_{\text{trav}} \subset H$ be the traversable subspace identified by considering collision and connectivity, and let $C_{\text{trav}}^H$ be the corresponding configuration space considering rotation and translation. Define $S_H \subset \bar{S}$ as the uncovered surfaces that can be perceived from viewpoints in $C_{\text{trav}}^H$. The problem of viewpoint sampling is to select a minimum set of viewpoints in $C_{\text{trav}}^H$ to cover $S_H$. Let us use $S_v \subset S_H$ to denote the uncovered surfaces to be perceived from $v \in C_{\text{trav}}^H$. The reward of $v$ is defined as the area of $S_v$, denoted as $A_v$. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Define $Q \subset \mathbb{R}^3$ as the work space to be explored. Let $Q_{\text{trav}} \subset Q$ be the traversable subspace. Define viewpoint $v \in \text{SE}(3)$ to describe the pose of the sensor onboard the robot, $v = [p_v, q_v]$ where $p_v \in Q_{\text{trav}}$ and $q_v \in \text{SO}(3)$ respectively denote the position and orientation. Denote $L \subset \text{SE}(3)$ as the set of viewpoints along the vehicle past trajectory. We use the term “surface” to refer to the generalized boundary between free space and non-free space, the latter includes both occupied and unknown spaces. Let $S_v \subset Q$ be the surfaces perceived by the sensor at $v$. Note that the same surface can be perceived from multiple viewpoints. The perceived surfaces so far are
The algorithm first generates a set of viewpoint candidates $\mathcal{V}$. Ideally, we would determine uniformly from a lattice pattern in one as the current viewpoint $v_{\text{current}}$. The algorithm calls Algorithm 2 to generate a path through the sampled viewpoints (line 12), as the local path, denoted as $\mathcal{T}_{\text{local}}$. The viewpoint sampling process finishes when the priority set to its reward $A_v$.

Note that the problem exhibits submodularity [25], i.e. with more viewpoints selected, the reward of selecting an additional viewpoint decreases. This is because nearby viewpoints have overlapping field-of-views, and the same surface can be perceived from multiple viewpoints. Consequently, the reward of a viewpoint is dependent on the viewpoints selected earlier. Let $v_i$, $i \in \mathbb{Z}^+$, be the $i$-th viewpoint selected. The uncovered surfaces to be perceived from $v_i$, $\bar{S}_{v_i}$, needs to be adjusted to $\bar{S}_{v_i} - \bigcup_{j=1}^{i-1} (\bar{S}_{v_j} \cap \bar{S}_{v_i})$. Then, $A_{v_i}$ is adjusted accordingly.

Algorithm 1 presents the process of viewpoint sampling. The algorithm first generates a set of viewpoint candidates $\mathcal{V}$ uniformly from a lattice pattern in $\mathcal{H}_{\text{trav}}$ (line 1). Second, it computes the rewards $A_v$ for all viewpoint candidates $v \in \mathcal{V}$ by estimating their coverages $\bar{S}_{v}$ with the updated environment representation (line 3). Then, a process is iterated for $K$ times to determine the viewpoints. At each iteration, the algorithm randomly samples a subset of viewpoints from $\mathcal{V}$ that covers $\bar{S}_{\mathcal{H}}$ (line 6-11). Three viewpoints are pre-selected (line 6), one as the current viewpoint $v_{\text{current}}$, and the other two as the viewpoints on the boundary of $\mathcal{H}$, $v_{\text{boundary}}^1$ and $v_{\text{boundary}}^2$, connecting the local path and global path. The process of determining $v_{\text{boundary}}^1$ and $v_{\text{boundary}}^2$ is given in Section IV-C. A priority queue $Q'$ is used to manage the viewpoint candidates. The priority of a viewpoint $v$ is set to its reward $A_v$. Viewpoints are selected from the priority queue with probabilities proportional to their rewards (line 8). Due to the submodularity, the rewards of the remaining viewpoints in the priority queue are reduced accordingly after a viewpoint is selected, accounting for the overlapping field-of-views (line 10). The viewpoint sampling process finishes when the priority queue is empty or the marginal reward of adding a new viewpoint is negligible. The algorithm calls Algorithm 2 to generate a path through the sampled viewpoints (line 12), discussed in Section IV-B. Via iterations, paths with lower costs are found and the path with the lowest cost is returned as the local path, denoted as $\mathcal{T}_{\text{local}}$.

### B. Path Generation and Smoothing

Given a set of sampled viewpoints $\mathcal{V}'$, we want to generate a path through each of the viewpoints. Ideally, we would like the path to be kindynamically feasible, which can be followed by the vehicle at a high speed. Here, we focus on the curvature constraint such that the maximum curvature of the path is determined by the vehicle’s minimum turning radius when moving at the desired speed. Due to the distribution of the viewpoints in $\mathcal{V}'$ and structures in the environment, a continuous path that meets the curvature constraint can be impossible. The method computes the path in smooth segments as shown in Fig. 2. The vehicle stops at the end of each segment before moving on to the next segment in a different direction. This requires that the vehicle can turn in one place. Considering the focus of this paper is not on path planning using sophisticated motion models, we adopt the generic differential motion model, and for aerial vehicles, with independent altitude control. Let us denote the path as $\mathcal{T}'_{\text{smooth}} = [v_1^1, v_2^1, ...] [v_1^2, v_2^2, ...]$, where $[\cdot]$ represents a segment and $v_j^k$ is the $k$-th viewpoint on the $j$-th segment, $j, k \in \mathbb{Z}^+$. Note that the last viewpoint on a segment and the first viewpoint on the following segment share the same viewpoint. Let $n \in \mathbb{Z}^+$ be the number of segments, $n \geq j$. Define $l_j$ as the length of the $j$-th segment. We discourage stopping too frequently by applying a penalty $p$ at each stop. The cost of $\mathcal{T}'_{\text{smooth}}$ is defined as

$$c'_{\text{smooth}} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} l_j + p(n - 1).$$

The problem of computing the path can be stated as follows.

---

**Algorithm 1: Compute Local Path**

**Input:** traversable C-space $\mathcal{C}_{\text{trav}}$, uncovered surfaces $\bar{S}_{\mathcal{H}}$, current viewpoint $v_{\text{current}}$, boundary viewpoints $v_1^1$ and $v_2^1$ boundary 

**Output:** local path $\mathcal{T}_{\text{local}}$

1. Generate a set of viewpoint candidates $\mathcal{V}$ in $\mathcal{C}_{\text{trav}}$;
2. Initialize priority queue $Q$;
3. For every $v \in \mathcal{V}$, estimate coverage $\bar{S}_v$, then push $v$ into $Q$ with the priority set to its reward $A_v$;
4. $\mathcal{T}_{\text{local}} \leftarrow \emptyset$, $c_{\text{best}} \leftarrow +\infty$;
5. for $i := 1$ to $K$ do
   6. $Q' \leftarrow Q$, $Q'' \leftarrow \{v_{\text{current}}, v_1^1, v_2^1\}$;
   7. while $Q' \neq \emptyset$ and $Q'$ contains at least one non-zero priority do
      8. | Probabilistically pick viewpoint $v'$ in $Q'$, then \remove $v'$ from $Q'$;
      9. | $\mathcal{V}' \leftarrow \mathcal{V}' \cup v'$;
      10. | Update priorities for all viewpoints in $Q'$;
   11. end
   12. Compute smooth path $\mathcal{T}'_{\text{smooth}}$ and cost $c'_{\text{smooth}}$ using Algorithm 2;
   13. if $c'_{\text{smooth}} < c_{\text{best}}$ then
      14. | $\mathcal{T}_{\text{local}} \leftarrow \mathcal{T}'_{\text{smooth}}$, $c_{\text{best}} \leftarrow c'_{\text{smooth}}$;
   15. end
16. end
17. return $\mathcal{T}_{\text{local}}$;
Problem 2: Given viewpoints \( \mathcal{V}' \), find a path \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{smooth}}^* = [v_1^*, v_2^*, ..., v_{n'}^*] \) with the lowest \( c_{\text{smooth}}' \) such that \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{smooth}}^* \) visits each of the viewpoints in \( \mathcal{V}' \) once and each segment on \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{smooth}}^* \) satisfies the curvature constraint.

Problem 2 is NP-hard given that it is an extended version of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [26]. Instead of attempting to find an exact solution, we solve the problem using approximation algorithms in two steps. First, we solve for an order of the viewpoints with a standard TSP. Second, we separate the viewpoints into segments following the order. This is to determine if a viewpoint, except the first and the last ones, is an inner-point within a segment or a break-point between two segments. Let \( n' \in \mathbb{Z}^+ \) be the number of viewpoints in \( \mathcal{V}' \). Define \( x = [x_1, x_2, ..., x_{n'-2}] \) as a sequence of boolean variables describing the status of the \( n' - 2 \) viewpoints (excluding the first and last) and a function \( f(x) = c_{\text{smooth}}' \). The problem of determining the viewpoint status can be formulated as,

Problem 3: Given a sequence of boolean variables \( x \) and a function \( f(x) = c_{\text{smooth}}' \), find \( x^* \) such that

\[
    x^* = \arg\min_x c_{\text{smooth}}'.
\]

Problem 3 is a nonlinear integer programming problem and known to be NP-hard [27]. Especially, finding smooth paths involves time-consuming trajectory optimization. Instead of using an existing heuristic method such as [28] with a higher computational complexity, our method applies a greedy strategy to check each viewpoint only once, maximally reducing the runtime. Algorithm 2 gives the procedure of computing \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{smooth}}^* \) from a set of viewpoints \( \mathcal{V}' \). The algorithm finds the shortest collision-free path between every viewpoint pair in \( \mathcal{V}' \) using the A* algorithm [29] and construct a distance matrix \( D' \) containing the length of the paths (line 1). Next, the algorithm solves a TSP for a traversal order of the viewpoints (line 2). Upon determining the segments on \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{smooth}}^* \), the algorithm initializes all \( n' - 2 \) viewpoints as break-points (line 3) and smooths the segments between consecutive viewpoints (line 4). Later, the algorithm attempts to reduce the cost \( c_{\text{smooth}}' \) by sequentially setting each viewpoint \( v_i \) as an inner-point and re-smoothing the segment through \( v_i \) (lines 5-11). Each path segment is smoothed with a trajectory optimization method similar to [30], where the segment is modeled as a set of cubic splines connected at the viewpoints. Boundary conditions are applied at the viewpoints. Control points for the splines are placed on the initial paths given by the A* search and adjusted by a nonlinear optimization solver [31] to account for collision clearance and path smoothness. To accelerate processing, the nonlinear optimization is marginalized where only the splines between the two adjacent viewpoints of \( v_i \) are optimized. The algorithm returns \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{smooth}}^* \) with \( c_{\text{smooth}}' \).

C. Global Planning

We divide the space outside \( \mathcal{H} \) into even cuboid subspaces. Each subspace stores the covered and uncovered surfaces developed during the exploration. Note that the data is kept in the subspaces only for storage, while the data in \( \mathcal{H} \) is actively updated as the exploration proceeds. Each subspace holds a status from “unexplored”, “exploring”, and “explored”. If a subspace does not contain any covered or uncovered surfaces, the status is “unexplored”. If a subspace contains only covered surfaces, the status is “explored”. If a subspace contains any uncovered surfaces, the status is “exploring”. We only consider the exploring subspaces in global planning. Denote \( \mathcal{G}_h \subset \mathcal{Q} \), \( h \in \mathbb{Z}^+ \), as an exploring subspace and \( \mathcal{G} \) as the set of exploring subspaces. The global planning problem is to find a global path \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{global}} \) that goes through the current viewpoint \( v_{\text{current}} \) and the centroid of each subspace in \( \mathcal{G} \). During the course of the exploration, we construct a sparse random roadmap in the traversable space expanded from the past trajectory. Similar to local planning, we use A* search on the roadmap for shortest paths between the subspaces followed by solving a TSP.

Algorithm 3 gives the overall procedure for computing the exploration path. The algorithm constructs a distance matrix containing the length of the paths found on the roadmap (line 1) and solves a TSP (line 2). The two points on \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{global}} \) intersecting with the boundary of \( \mathcal{H} \) are extracted as \( v_{\text{boundary}}^1 \) and \( v_{\text{boundary}}^2 \) (line 3). Then, Algorithm 1 is used to compute \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{local}} \) (line 4). Finally, \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{local}} \) and \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{global}} \) are concatenated by substituting the part of \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{global}} \) inside \( \mathcal{H} \) with \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{local}} \) (line 5). Fig. 4 shows an example of the exploration where the dark-blue and light-blue paths represent \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{local}} \) and \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{global}} \).

When the exploration completes in \( \mathcal{H} \) (\( \mathcal{S}_H = \emptyset \)), \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{local}} \) reduces to the shortest paths connect from \( v_{\text{current}} \) to \( v_{\text{boundary}}^1 \) and \( v_{\text{boundary}}^2 \), which are further connected to the adjacent exploring subspaces on \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{global}} \). The vehicle follows the path to transit to an exploring subspace to resume exploration. In other words, the algorithm implicitly transitions between exploration and relocation to another area to explore further. If \( \mathcal{S}_H = \emptyset \) and \( \mathcal{G} = \emptyset \), the exploration terminates.

D. Theoretical Analysis

1) Computational Complexity: Let \( n \in \mathbb{Z}^+ \) be the number of viewpoint candidates generated in Algorithm 1. For a fixed number of iterations, the sampled viewpoints is no more than \( n \). After selecting each viewpoint, adjusting rewards of the remaining viewpoints in the priority queue takes \( O(n) \) time. In Algorithm 2 we model the time of finding the shortest
Further, we observe that the above relationship helps us draw Lemma 1 as follows. Define a set function \( a(V) = A_V \) is monotone. For any two sets of viewpoints \( V \) and \( V' \), we have

\[
V' \subseteq V \Rightarrow a(V') \leq a(V).
\] (6)

The above relationship helps us draw Lemma 1 as follows.

**Lemma 1:** The set function \( a(V) = A_V \) is monotone.

Further, we observe that \( A_V \) exhibits submodularity, i.e. as more viewpoints are selected, the marginal reward of adding a new viewpoint monotonically decreases. As discussed, this is due to that the same surface is perceived by multiple viewpoints with overlapping field-of-views. For any two sets of viewpoints \( V \) and \( V' \), and a single viewpoint \( v \),

\[
V' \subseteq V \Rightarrow a(V' \cup v) - a(V') \geq a(V \cup v) - a(V).
\] (7)

The above relationship helps us draw Lemma 2 as follows.

**Lemma 2:** The set function \( a(V) = A_V \) is submodular.

Let \( S_H \subset Q \) be the surfaces perceivable from viewpoints in \( C_V^H \). As our method uses random sampling in selecting the viewpoints, Theorem 2 states the probabilistic completeness.

**Theorem 2:** Algorithm 3 is probabilistically complete in computing path \( T \) to cover \( S_H \).

**Sketch Proof:** Let \( S_{H,cover} \subset S_H \) be the covered surfaces and recall \( S_H \subset S_H^* \) as the uncovered surfaces. Since function \( a(V) = A_V \) is monotone, as more viewpoints are selected, \( S_{H,cover} \rightarrow S_H \) and correspondingly \( S_{H} \rightarrow \emptyset \). The probability that \( S_{H} \) remains nonempty \( p(S_{H} \neq \emptyset) \rightarrow 0 \).

The exploration process covers all surfaces in \( S \) at the end since the termination criterion is \( S_{H} = \emptyset \) and \( \hat{G} = \emptyset \).

3) **Approximation Ratio:** Let us analyze the approximation ratio introduced by the hierarchy. To simplify the problem, we evaluate a path with its length and ignore its kinodynamic feasibility. Define \( T^* \) as the shortest possible path to complete the coverage. \( T^* \) is computed without using the hierarchy and considered the theoretically optimal solution. Denote \( l^* \) as the length of \( T^* \). Let \( D_H \) be the length needed to travel between any two viewpoints in \( C_V^H \), i.e. for all the shortest paths between any two viewpoints in \( C_V^H \), \( D_H \) is the length of the longest path. As defined in (2), \( D \) is the distance limit for covering surfaces. Denote \( D_{width}, D_{length}, \) and \( D_{height} \) as the dimensions of a subspace in \( \hat{G} \). We consider a group

**Algorithm 2:** Compute Local Path from Viewpoints

**input:** traversal C-space \( C_{trav} \), viewpoints \( V' \)

**output:** smooth path \( \bar{T}_{smooth} \), cost \( c_{smooth}^\prime \)

1. Compute shortest paths between viewpoint pairs in \( V' \), then create distance matrix \( D' \);
2. Compute path \( T' \) by solving TSP using \( D' \);
3. Initialize \( T'_{smooth} \) using \( T' \), then set viewpoints \( v_2, v_3, \ldots, v_{n-1} \) on \( T_{smooth} \) as break-points;
4. Smooth path segments between consecutive viewpoints on \( T'_{smooth} \) and compute cost \( c_{smooth}^\prime \);
5. for \( i := 2 \) to \( n'-1 \) do
   6. Temporarily set viewpoint \( v_i \) as an inner-point by connecting the two segments on both sides of \( v_i \);
   7. Smooth the path segment through \( v_i \) and compute cost \( c_{temp}^\prime \);
   8. if \( c_{temp}^\prime < c_{smooth}^\prime \) and \( T'_{smooth} \) meets curvature constraint then
      9. Finalize \( v_i \) on \( T'_{smooth} \) as an inner-point;
      10. \( c_{smooth}^\prime \leftarrow c_{temp}^\prime \);
   end
end
return \( T'_{smooth} \), \( c_{smooth}^\prime \);

**Algorithm 3:** Compute Exploration Path

**input:** local planning horizon \( H \), traversable C-space \( C_{trav}^H \), uncovered surfaces \( S_H \), exploring subspaces \( \hat{G} \), current viewpoint \( v_{current} \)

**output:** exploration path \( T \)

1. Compute shortest paths between centroids in \( \hat{G} \) and \( v_{current} \), then create distance matrix \( D \);
2. Compute global path \( T_{global} \) by solving TSP using \( D \);
3. Extract \( v_{boundary} \) and \( v_{boundary}^\prime \) as the intersections between \( T_{global} \) and the boundary of \( H \);
4. Compute local path \( T_{local} \) using Algorithm 1;
5. Concatenate \( T_{local} \) and \( T_{global} \) to generate \( T \);
6. return \( T \);

The above relationship helps us draw Lemma 2 as follows.

**Theorem 1:** Algorithm 3 runs in \( O(n^{2.2} + m^{2.2}) \) time.

2) **Probabilistic Completeness:** Given a set of viewpoints \( V \), let \( A_V \) be the corresponding area of covered surfaces. It is our observation that \( A_V \) monotonically increases as more viewpoints are added to \( V \). Define a set function \( a(V) = A_V \). For any two sets of viewpoints \( V \) and \( V' \), we have

\[
V' \subseteq V \Rightarrow a(V') \leq a(V).
\] (6)

The above relationship helps us draw Lemma 1 as follows.

**Lemma 1:** The set function \( a(V) = A_V \) is monotone.

Further, we observe that \( A_V \) exhibits submodularity, i.e. as more viewpoints are selected, the marginal reward of adding a new viewpoint monotonically decreases. As discussed, this is due to that the same surface is perceived by multiple viewpoints with overlapping field-of-views. For any two sets of viewpoints \( V \) and \( V' \), and a single viewpoint \( v \),

\[
V' \subseteq V \Rightarrow a(V' \cup v) - a(V') \geq a(V \cup v) - a(V).
\] (7)

Fig. 4. An example exploration process with real data. The figure uses the same color code as Fig. 2. The white points show lidar scan data, with which the method extracts uncovered surfaces (red points). The yellow dots are the viewpoint candidates, from which viewpoints are sampled (orange dots).
of \((|D/D_{\text{width}}| + 2) \times (|D/D_{\text{length}}| + 2) \times (|D/D_{\text{height}}| + 2)\) connected subspaces where the sensor can stay in one subspace and “see through” to cover surfaces in another subspace. Let \(D_{\mathcal{C}}\) be the longest distance needed to travel between any two viewpoints in such a group of subspaces. The approximation ratio introduced by the hierarchy is stated in Theorem 3.

**Theorem 3:** The approximation ratio of the path length by the hierarchy has 
\[
\sigma_{\text{hier}} \leq \left( \frac{1}{\epsilon} + 4D_{\mathcal{H}} + 2mD_{\mathcal{G}} \right)/l^*.
\]

**Proof:** As shown in Fig. 5 let \(T_{\mathcal{local}}^\star\) be the part of \(T^\star\) inside \(\mathcal{H}\) and let \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\star\) be the part outside \(\mathcal{H}\). The length of \(T_{\mathcal{local}}^\star\) and \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\star\) are denoted as \(l_{\mathcal{local}}^\star\) and \(l_{\mathcal{global}}^\star\), respectively. Define \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\dagger\) as the shortest global path connecting to \(T_{\mathcal{local}}^\star\) at \(B, C\) and going through the centroid of each subspace in \(\mathcal{G}\). The length of \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\dagger\) is denoted as \(l_{\mathcal{global}}^\dagger\). We have
\[
l_{\mathcal{global}}^\dagger \leq l_{\mathcal{global}}^\star + 2D_{\mathcal{G}}. \tag{8}
\]
Eq. (8) can be proved by contradiction. On \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\star\), we add two pieces of short paths to connect it to the centroid of each subspace in \(\mathcal{G}\). One short path is for traveling to the centroid and the other for coming back to \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\star\). Since \(T^\star\) completes the coverage, \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\star\) has to approach each subspace in \(\mathcal{G}\) for the underlying surfaces to be covered. These short paths can be no longer than \(D_{\mathcal{G}}\). This way, we form a new path with \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\dagger\) and a number of \(2m\) short paths. The new path connects to \(B, C\) and visits the centroid of each subspace in \(\mathcal{G}\). If \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\dagger\) does not hold, the new path becomes shorter than \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\star\) and a contradiction occurs. Let \(l_{\mathcal{global}}\) be the length of the global path \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\star\) found by our method. Note that Theorem 3 states the approximation ratio introduced by the hierarchy only. Here, we do not consider the effect of the approximation algorithm used to solve the TSP. In other words, we assume an exact solution is obtained from solving the TSP and \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\star\) is the shortest possible path connecting to \(E, F\) and going through the centroid of each subspace in \(\mathcal{G}\). We can show that
\[
l_{\mathcal{global}} \leq l_{\mathcal{global}}^\dagger + 2D_{\mathcal{H}}. \tag{9}
\]
Again, we use proof by contradiction. We find two short paths connecting between \(B, E\) and \(C, F\), respectively. Each short path can be no longer than \(D_{\mathcal{H}}\). This way, we form a new path with \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\dagger\) and the two short paths. The new path connects to \(E, F\) and visits the centroid of each subspace in \(\mathcal{G}\). If \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\star\) does not hold, the new path becomes shorter than \(T_{\mathcal{global}}^\dagger\). Therefore, a contradiction occurs. Further, let \(l_{\mathcal{local}}\) be the length of the local path \(T_{\mathcal{local}}^\star\) found by our method. We do not consider the effect of the approximation algorithm solving the TSP or require the path being kinodynamically feasible. \(T_{\mathcal{local}}^\star\) is assumed to be the shortest possible path connecting to \(E, F\) and fulfilling a coverage within \(\mathcal{H}\). We have
\[
l_{\mathcal{local}} \leq l_{\mathcal{local}}^\star + 2D_{\mathcal{H}}. \tag{10}
\]
Eq. (10) can be proved by forming a new path with \(T_{\mathcal{local}}^\star\) and the two short paths connecting between \(B, E\) and \(C, F\). If (10) does not hold, the new path becomes shorter than \(T_{\mathcal{local}}^\star\) and a contradiction occurs. Combining (8)-(10) gives
\[
l_{\mathcal{local}} + l_{\mathcal{global}} \leq l^* + 4D_{\mathcal{H}} + 2mD_{\mathcal{G}}. \tag{11}
\]
Therefore, the approximation ratio is bounded by
\[
\sigma_{\text{hier}} \leq \left( \frac{1}{\epsilon} + 4D_{\mathcal{H}} + 2mD_{\mathcal{G}} \right)/l^*. \tag{12}
\]

In practice, the subspaces in \(\mathcal{G}\) are often located at intersections where the vehicle takes one branch and leaves exploring subspaces at the entrances of the other branches. These exploring subspaces are converted to “explored” when the vehicle revisits the intersections and completes the coverage. When the environment is large-scale, the exploring subspaces are usually sparsely distributed throughout the environment. With a large \(l^*\), \(m/l^*\) is relatively small and \(\sigma_{\text{hier}}\) is close to one. Finally, considering that Theorem 3 does not take into account the segmented path smoothing, we analyze it below. Recall that \(p\) is the penalty for stopping the vehicle at a break-point and \(n^*\) is the number of viewpoints on \(T_{\text{smooth}}^\star\). We reuse \(l_{\mathcal{local}}\) and refer to the length of the local path where all \(n^* - 2\) viewpoints are set as break-points. This path has the shortest length since no boundary conditions are applied at the viewpoints as compared to that any viewpoints are set as inner-points. We have

**Theorem 4:** The approximation ratio of cost \(c_{\text{smooth}}^\star\) by the path smoothing has \(\sigma_{\text{smooth}} \leq (l_{\mathcal{local}} + p(n^* - 2))/l^*\).

**Proof:** Since \(l_{\mathcal{local}}\) is the length of the shortest local path, the cost of the theoretically optimal local path has
\[
c_{\text{smooth}}^\star \geq l_{\mathcal{local}}. \tag{13}
\]
In Algorithm 2, the algorithm starts with initializing all \(n^* - 2\) viewpoints as break-points and reduces the cost by setting each viewpoint as an inner-point and re-smoothing the segment through the viewpoint. The resulting path has a cost
\[
c_{\text{smooth}} \leq l_{\mathcal{local}} + p(n^* - 2). \tag{14}
\]
Therefore, the approximation ratio is bounded by
\[
\sigma_{\text{smooth}} \leq (l_{\mathcal{local}} + p(n^* - 2))/l^*. \tag{15}
\]

Theorem 4 implies that our path smoothing is most suitable when \(p\) is relatively small as compared to \(l_{\mathcal{local}}\).

V. EXPERIMENTS

We conduct experiments in both simulation and real-world experiments. Fig. 6 shows our simulated aerial vehicle model and ground vehicle platform. The maximum speed is set to 5m/s for the aerial vehicle and 2m/s for the ground vehicle.
Both vehicles are equipped with a Velodyne Puck lidar, used for exploration and mapping. In addition, the ground vehicle has a camera at $640 \times 360$ resolution and a MEMS-based IMU, coupled with the lidar for state estimation [32]. The onboard autonomy system incorporates navigation modules from our benchmark environment, e.g. collision avoidance, terrain traversability analysis, way-point following, as the mid-layer, while the exploration algorithm is at the top layer.

The exploration algorithm runs on a 4.1GHz i7 computer using a single CPU thread. Our method re-plans at 1Hz. The configuration space in our method is evenly divided into blocks, where each block represents a subspace. For aerial vehicle experiments, the block size is set to $16m \times 16m \times 10m$, and for ground vehicle experiments, the block size is set to $8m \times 8m \times 5m$. The local planning horizon consists of $5 \times 5 \times 3$ blocks with the vehicle in the center block. Point clouds are used to model surfaces, which is kept at 1.2m and 0.2m resolutions for the aerial and ground vehicle experiments. We compare our method against three state-of-the-art methods, all using open-source code adapted to the specific evaluation environments.

- **NBVP** [21]: A method spans an RRT in the free space and finds the most informative branch in the RRT as the path to the next viewpoint.
- **GBP** [23]: An extension of NBVP, where the method constructs an RRG in the global space and searches the RRG for routes to relocate the vehicle. The method explicitly switches between exploration mode and relocation mode.
- **MBP** [24]: A variant of GBP, which constructs the local RRT using motion primitives. The resulting paths are smoother but only span in constrained directions.

Test 1 uses the aerial vehicle to explore a university campus in simulation. Fig. 7(a) shows the resulting point cloud map and trajectory of our method in a representative run, with the trajectories of the other methods shown on the left. Each method is run 10 times starting at the same position indicated by blue dots. Our method is able to cover the entire environment using 1318m of travel on average and 366s in the longest run. The time limit for the other methods is set to four times of our longest run. Within the time limit, none of the three methods is able to completely explore the environment.

Fig. 7(c) gives results on the explored volume over time. The dotted lines represent the upper-bound and lower-bound, and the solid lines represent the mean over the 10 runs. Table I compares the exploration efficiency for all methods. Here, the efficiency $\epsilon$ is defined as the average explored volume per second over the entire runs, and the relative efficiency $r_\epsilon$ is defined as the ratio compared to our method. Our method produces an efficiency more than 7 times of the other methods.

Test 2 uses the ground vehicle to explore a four-storage garage and a connected patio in real-world experiments. The start point is set at the entrance of the garage. During experiments, a run is terminated if the exploration algorithm reports completion, the vehicle almost stops moving (less than 10m of movement within 300s), or the time limit is met (set as twice of our method). Only our method is able to explore the whole environment and report completion after 1839m of travel in 1907s. All other methods terminate inside the garage and miss the patio connected to the garage from the top floor. In particular, NBVP reaches the time limit, and GBP and MBP are terminated due to they almost stop moving.

Fig. 8(a) shows the resulting point cloud map and trajectory of our method, with trajectories from the other methods on the bottom. Fig. 8(b) compares the explored volume. Note that compared to Test 1, the topology in Test 2 is simpler, with fewer intersections and branches. Especially, all methods exhibit similar performance during the first half of the run, where the vehicle follows the main spiral driveway in the
Fig. 8. Results of Test 2 with the ground vehicle in physical experiments. The figure shares the same layout as Fig. 7.

garage from the top floor to the bottom floor. As indicated in Table I, our method is still 80% more efficient than the other methods for the overall run. Fig. 8(c) presents the algorithm runtime. The average runtime for NBVP is 0.88s, for GBP is 2.64s, for MBP is 10.13s, and for our method is 0.42s. Our runtime is 50% less than the other methods.

Table II presents the runtime breakdown for our method. One can see that majority of the processing is spent on local planning. Despite different scales and complexity levels of the environments in the two tests, the overall runtime of our method has the same scale. Further, we conduct tests with different \( H \) to inspect the corresponding algorithm runtime. Table III shows the result. As expected, the computation in local planning increases dramatically as \( H \) increases from the default value on the left. The largest \( H \) on the right covers the entire environment, i.e. the runtime for local planning is equivalent to our method reconfigured to not use the hierarchy. The result consolidates the strength of our hierarchical framework in producing high-efficiency processing.

Finally, our method is used by the CMU-OSU team in attending the DARPA Subterranean Challenge. Fig. 9 shows a representative result from a competition that takes place in Satsop Nuclear Plant, WA. Our vehicle fully autonomously explores the entire floor traveling over 886m in 1458s. Due to space issue, we eliminate the details of this result.

VI. CONCLUSION

We propose a method for highly efficient exploration of large and complex environments. Our method uses a hierarchical framework to plan detailed paths within the local planning horizon and coarse paths at the global scale. The method optimizes the full exploration path rather than greedily maximizes the marginal rewards. We provide theoretical analysis on the approximation ratio introduced by the hierarchy. Our method is evaluated against state-of-the-art methods in simulation and physical environments. Experiment results show that our method is 80% more efficient in covering spaces and consumes less than 50% of computation compared to the state-of-the-art.

Fig. 9. Result from DARPA Subterranean Challenge in Satsop Nuclear Plant, WA. The photo shows the exterior of the building where the event takes place. Our vehicle travels over 886m in 1458s to explore the entire floor.
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